Show Report
The Northern Boxer Club
Championship Show 21st August 2021
Judge: John J Cormack

Introduction
Many thanks to the committee for the invitation to judge this year’s show. I would like to say
well done on finding this roomy venue, under these trying times. My heartfelt thanks also for
the warm tribute to my late sister, Veronica, printed in the catalogue.

DOGS
MPD
1st Keenan & Griffin’s Duxsara Double Diamond.
Dark b/w
8 months old.
He has a clean head with well-shaped eyes His muzzle matches his skull which is lean. Wide
mouth and evident chin. He has height of foreleg. His topline slopes into angulated quarters
with short hocks. He is at the rangy stage at the moment. He is a free and spirited mover

2nd Lowery’s Danlow Magic Bullet
R/W just over 6 months, so a real baby with a nice shape of head. He has dark well shaped
eyes and the muzzle to skull ratio is good. He, also, has a wide mouth and chin. Sound in
front with strong pasterns. His body presents a balanced square with a sound backend. He
has a happy temperament.
However, the 1st placed dog was more collected on the move

PD
1st Fay Smiths Lorrosa Relight my Fire
10-month-old B/W. This puppy has a shapely head with a well-padded muzzle. He has a wide
mouth and the eyes are dark and of the correct shape. His smooth neck runs into a short
back. His front is true and he is tall on the foreleg with good feet. He is sound throughout his
body; his quarters are strong with short hocks. He moved with a clean forward reach, driving
well from behind.
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BPD and Res.BPIS
2nd Lafferty’s Greenawell Lorenzo
11-month B/W
He is a smart boy with an appealing head with well-shaped dark eyes; good mouth and chin
and correct ear carriage. True front and a neck flowing into a square body, with a sloping
topline. He moved well, but I thought, the 1st dog has a more powerful hind action.
3rd Woolliss and Flintoff Boxania Roamin’ Around at Rameleon

Junior Dog
1st Brough & Cairns: Galicar Inawrap with Limubox
Dark B/W dog coming up to 13 months Pleasing head with a chunky muzzle which is well-off
for padding. The mouth could be a little wider but is functionable. He has a great expression,
set off by a kind eye. Square compact body, which is well balanced, both ends. He drives
from behind with a ground covering stride.
2nd Mullis: Idleforde Let’s Do It
13-month-old, dark B/W. He has an eye-catching outline, his head is appealing, with dark
eyes, bright expression. Plenty of chin and the mouth is wide. Tall on the foreleg. He is young
so needs to drop into his brisket. He held his topline on the move. He has a good tail set and
is well angulated behind. He is a little untidy coming towards you, but moved with power
behind.
3rd Welch’s: Treju Love Ya Millions.

Yearling Dog
1st Beardsell & Van Beck’s: Newlaithe Supernatural
13 months old. Dark brindle and white. Basic head shape with correct eye set, which are
dark. I would like a little more filling under the eyes. Wide mouth. In body he is a joy to go
over. Neck flows into a very sound front, with elbows flush to chest. Sound bone down to his
tight feet. He has a lovely spring of rib, back short and strong, tail set just right. His body is
well muscled, with plenty of cover; just the right amount of angulation to the rear. Short
hocks. With all his body parts fitting so well, this gives him effortless movement. Very sound
and showed very well, and thus made my final cut.
2nd Fox’s Britesparke Norman Moon
19-month-old golden B/W, with a lovely lean head with a pleasing expression. Good mouth,
pleasing picture when stacked. He has plenty of neck leading into well placed shoulders. He
moved with purpose but slightly lost his topline on the move.
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Novice Dog
1st Payne’s Willow Storm Chaser
Dark b/w 11 months. He is well off for bone and substance. He has a balanced head with
well-placed eyes, which are dark. His mouth is okay with a good chin. Square outline when
posed. Clean front with elbows flush to chest. He held his topline on the move. He could do
with less angulation behind. He was well handled.
2nd Lott’s Britesparke Argon Moonbug
18 months old G/B/W, has a pleasing expression with his dark eyes and correct mouth and
chin. His muzzle is well padded and his body angles front and rear are well balanced. He
moved cleanly around the ring. He just needs a little more confidence. Smaller mould than
the 1st.

Graduate
1st Beardsell, Van Beck & Fielding’s Newlaithe Suited N’booted with Lefergo
GB&W, just over three years, he has a striking outline with a clean and lean head. He has
good eye shape. His muzzle fits the skull flowing into an excellent neck and shoulders. The
front legs are straight with tight feel. There is a level topline which goes into well angulated
quarters. He moved with style.
2nd Crooks Flyingfox Flyinghigh for Uftonponds
He is R/W coming up to 3 years of age. His head and expression are good Dark eyes with a
head which fits his body, which has height from his well boned front legs. His sloping topline
and a chest which is deep with width. A short back with a wide pelvis. He moved correctly
but the first placed was more energetic on the move.
3rd Lott Beardsell’s & Van-Beck's Crime Scene Investigator for Britesparke

PGD
1st Cherry’s Cherryforge Galileo
GBW. Just over two years. I loved this dog's head shape. Appealing eyes, muzzle with width
and depth, plenty of chin. Good stop and rise of skull. Ears fit neatly to head. Very reachy
neck, into a sound front, which is well put together. His short back leads into well-developed
quarters, with short hocks. In profile he has a very striking outline. He covered the ground
with ease on the move, and made my final cut.
2nd Cook and Postance’s Manic Thinking Out Loud
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Light GBW Two years old. He matches many of the 1st qualities. Very clean head with just the
right amount of wrinkle when alert. His muzzle is deep and wide and well padded. A super
neck into a square body, just the right height of foreleg. He held his shape on the go round.
1st just pipped him today by putting a little more effort on the go round.
3rd Loasby’s Berwynfa Fifty Shadz Freed

Limit
1st Brown and Hutching’s Winuwuk in the Name of Lust
GBW Coming to 4 years fabulous head. He really has width and depth of muzzle, and he is
well off for padding, with the right amount of flews. He has a large nose which is well set
back. Mouth wide and great lip placement and chin. Good stop and rise of skull leading to a
clean brow and back skull. Ears fitting his head so well. Kind eyes, which are dark and of a
lovely shape, enhances his super expression. His neck flows so well into his sound front,
which with maturity has developed width and depth when viewed from any angle, Elbows
flush to chest, and great bone done to his cat feet. Level top line leading to sound rear end
He moves effortlessly, and in perfect harmony with his handler. Both matching one another
pace for pace. CC BIS
2nd Godwin’s Sultash Cunco
Coming up to four years old. Dark BW
He cuts a lovely outline when posed. Lean clean head with a lively expression with appealing
eyes. Smooth long neck into short square body. His front is correct, short back into well
angulated quarters. On the move he is clean coming and going away. Very unlucky to meet
the first placed dog on such good form today, and the presence of the open winner
3rd Beardsell Van-Beck's Newlaithe Diddle On

Open
A lovely class to judge
1st Brough & Cairns’ Ch. Galicar Investigating with Limubox
Coming up to 4 years. A rich brindle and white, a sharp outline which draws you in to take a
closer look. A balanced head with muzzle to skull correct ratio. Straight mouth with great
underjaw. Alert expression with dark eyes. His neck flows into the best of forehands, with a
clean front with plenty of depth of chest. Strong back end and the body has plenty of cover
over it. Muscle tone is first rate. When moving he has effortless reach and drive, he powered
round the ring. Just thought that the Limit dog had the edge in dryness of skull.
RES CC & RES BIS
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2nd Brown and Hutchings Winuwuk Dannymac 5years old DBW
A scopey framed dog. Clean headed with dark eyes which are well set apart. Flat cheeks,
clean in skull. A wide mouth with good chin. Okay for width and depth of chest with a good
height of foreleg I would like a little more length of upper arm. Plenty of bone, he held his
topline on the move and drove off his strong back end. Lively mover
3rd Kelly’s Casemates Gandalf

Veteran
1st Crooks’ Ch. Maranseen Review N’Respect for Uftonponds
8 years old. Rich BW A stallion of a dog. Blocky muzzle with a very wide mouth. Great rise of
skull, an alert expression, eye catching outline. Bang on front, short sloping back to a strong
backend. He moved freely and with power, and with no sign of slowing down Was shortlisted
for my final cut. BVIS
2nd Fay-Smith Ch. Winuwuk Scouting for Girls at Lorrosa
Just over 7 years old. GBW
He has a lovely head and eye. Muzzle to skull, neck smooth into a sound front with a good
spring of rib. He is well angulated behind. He held his top line when moving. I just thought
that the 1st placed made the most of himself on the go round
3rd Louis Rameleon Nights in Harlem.

BITCHES
MP
1st Payne’ Willow Sparks Will Fly
8 months old Dark BW. She presents a super outline. Her head is set off by a pretty
expression, very feminine with dark, well-shaped eyes a fab muzzle mouth and chin. Clean
front with cat like feet, short back and just the right angles behind just the right amount of
body cover. A sound mover She reminds me of Glenfall Jenroy Bucksteps and Tyegarth of the
past BPIS
2nd Grey’s A lot Of Hot Commotion at Rizzlebox
Just over 8 months BW
A chunky muzzle on this girl, with a wide mouth. She presents a square outline. I would like a
little more front angulation, but she has time. She moved soundly from the rear.
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3rd Loasby’s Twist N Pulse at Berwynfa

PUPPY.
1st Murfin’s Harvlin Mystery Goddess at Farvalley
Comin up 10 months. Rich BW
A cracking outline on this bitch set off from the nape of her neck flowing back into her
shoulders. Well off for height of foreleg, she has a sound front. Good spring of rib. Smooth
topline, well angulated quarters. Appealing head with dark eyes, a full muzzle with wide bite,
well off for size and substance. She moved soundly to take this class. I think that in the Junior
class she will come into her own.
2nd Loasby’s Sashbob I’m Sexy and I Know It
10 months old Golden BW
A pretty headed girl, with just the right amount of wrinkle when alert. Loved her eye shape
Sound front with clean neck leading into defined withers. Held her topline when moving,
good forward reach, and a clean hind movement.
I just thought that the 1st had a more presence on the day.
3rd Godwin’s Sultash Enable

JUNIOR
1st Brown and Hutchings’ Love to Investigate at Winuwuk
14th months Dark BW.
A brick shaped head with an appealing expression. Flat cheeks, mouth fine. Clean through
the front, with parallel legs with tight feet. Good width and depth of brisket. She held her
topline on the move, which was helped by her strong quarters. Her short hocks help to propel
her when moving away; which she did with style, and she deserved to be pulled in for my
final cut.
2nd Shellark Rule the World
13 months old. BW
She has a lively expression and kind eye on this girl. Muzzle has width and depth, and is well
padded. Elegant neck, into a sound front. Short back with a correct tail set. Used her wellmade quarters to advantage. She needs to focus on her handler and not on the other dogs
when doing her solo spot. A very promising prospect.
3rd Beardsell & Van Beck’s Nashville at Newlaithe
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NOVICE
1st Brown and Hutchings’ Winuwuk Aphrodite
13 months old GBW
She presents a clean-cut outline. Her head is lean with no excessive flesh; she has a good eye
shape. Mouth is good with good chin and lip placement. Sleek neck which blends well into
her front. Well off for rib, back into a short loin. In good muscular condition, she has a real
with a powerful hind movement, and showed really well to take the RBCC
2nd Welch’s Newlaithe on the Diddle
2 years old. BW
She is pretty headed with a lively expression. A wide lower jaw, with a good mouth and big
teeth. She presents a lovely outline, enhanced by her long neck. Well angulated in her rear, I
just found the 1st more compact. She moved well.
3rd Seeney’s Berwynfa Sex Appeal of Maranseen

GRADUATE
This was a difficult class to judge. Seven bitches were present all with different qualities
1st Carter’s Susancar Sheila Spire.
23 months old RW
She stands foursquare, presenting a neat outline. She has a lean head with a clean skull. She
attractive dark eyes. I would like a little more width between them. Correct muzzle with a
good mouth. True front with tight feet. Short backed, she is well made in the rear. She
showed well to win this class, she presented well and moved cleanly
2nd Sherry & Marsden’s Finity Time to Shine with Sherbin
Just over 2 years old GBW
She has an eye-catching outline when viewed in profile; another lean clean head with an
alert expression and good mouth and chin. She is high of foreleg, with a short compact body
with good rib. Her front legs are well set back. Her backend matches her front. Well let down
hocks. She is a stylish mover. However, the 1st placed had the edge on muscle tone.
3rd Pynegar’s Maranseens’s Infatuation at Berwynfa

PG
A good class of quality.
1st Beardsell & Van Beck Newlaithe Pureoco
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3 years old. GBW
She has a balanced head with a full muzzle and wide bite. A bright expression, set off by
dark, well-shaped eyes. Clean neck into well placed shoulders. Full chest with width and
depth. Short back, she also has good bone and body cover and used her strong quarters to
advantage on the move. Well, presented, and I was happy to short list her in the final
2nd Pye’s Agent Provocateur
Just over two years old rich BW.
A head with plenty of work in it. Pleasing eye shape which are dark. Ears fit well to head. A
deep muzzle with a wide bite. She stands fore square, with a well-made body which has
plenty of bone and substance. She moved with reach and drive, and was just pipped by the
1st placed ‘s cleaner hind movement when moving away. It was a close decision
3rd Flintoft’s Boxania Midnight Spice

LIMIT
A class which was full of quality.
1st Carter’s Susancar Celia Deal
23months Dark BW
She has a feminine head which is well sculpted. Her nose is set back with tilt.
Wide mouth and chin and lip placement, all spot on. Good stop and rise of skull. Eyes dark
with correct shape and well set apart, giving her the best of boxer expressions, which was
quizzical. Her front legs were well placed beneath her with elbows flush to brisket. Viewed
front on, her chest was well filled. Neck flows back into defined withers, then to a short back.
Well, ribbed up. The rear end is well muscled, with just the right amount of turn of stifle.
Short hocks which she really drives off. I was drawn in by her balanced outline which is
equalled by her underline. When asked to move she did not disappoint. Flowing around the
ring. Stacked or free standing she couldn’t go wrong.CC
2nd Crooks’s Uftonponds Making Waves
Five years old Dark BW
Oh, what a delightful head! Twinkling eyes enhance her expression, well developed muzzle
housing a wide mouth. Standing foursquare on sturdy limbs. Compact through the body,
correctly made, she has reach and drive, and she was very well presented. I just thought that
the first placed a cleaner front movement coming towards me. She has a great show
attitude.
3rd Huggins’ Daervlish Elevation
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OPEN
1st Brown and Hutchings’ Ch. Winuwuk Looking for Love (AI)
Four years old GBW
She has a lean head with a super expression, very soulful with dark well shaped eyes. Her
muzzle is full with a wide mouth. I loved her stop and rise of skull. Ears set on well to skull.
She has flat cheeks. All her body parts are harmonious giving her a super outline. Helped by
her smooth neck. Front and rear end were well balanced, and allowed her to move with
accuracy. She made it to my final selection, but I thought she lost her sparkle towards the
end.
2nd Drinkwater’s Maranseen Seduction at Sulez.
3 years old BW
A great head and expression set off by dark eyes. Muzzle broad, with width and depth A
wide mouth with a good bite. Square body, she stands true. Good bone and substance She
has a good height of foreleg. Well, ribbed up, short back leading to a correct tail set Hammy
quarters, which are well made. She moved true in all directions. For me, first placed had the
edge on muscle tone. She is a very sound bitch.

VETERAN
1st Godwin’s Ch Lanfrese Cassini at Sultash
Just over 7 years old. BW
Looking extremely fit, with a super outline enhanced by her crested neck. She is high on the
foreleg. A very tidy front with width and depth of chest. She has a short sloping topline with
a good tail set, all leading on to well angulated quarters Her head is lean and skull dry She
has expressive eyes. Her muzzle is balanced.
She moved freely with reach and drive BVB
2nd Lott’s Britesparke Lunar Moonbug
8 years old RW
She has an appealing head and expression. She has well shaped eyes, with a broad powerful
muzzle with a wide mouth. Good stop and rise of skull. Body parts all blended well on this
substantial girl. She moved out and back well. First placed had the edge, on topline, on the
go round. However, she showed very well
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